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14th ON-LINE SHOW - Visit DOLLERY.COM
Fri. Oct. 7th 5:00 pm - Thru Nov. 7th
Our entire site will change at 5:00 pm!
Please remember to refresh your screens!

Phone lines open at 6:00 pm EST

New dolls in the show will be added to this on-line show
Oct. 7th! This new work will be available to customer’s in
attendance first during our preferred preview show Fri.
Oct. 7th from 5:00 pm - 8:00 pm. After 6:00 pm - Call 800447-Doll out of state or 781-447-6677 inside Ma or outside
of the USA. Email orders not guaranteed. Please call.

Open House Preferred Customer Preview
By Invitation Only - Friday, Oct. 7th
5:00 pm - 8:00 pm
29th Anniversary In Store Dolls Only Show
Open to General Public Free of Charge!

Sat. Oct. 8th - 10:00 am - 3:00 pm

Pre-order Any Doll in Catalogue Prior to the Show! Yes, you may
pre-order any doll in this catalogue prior to the show. There has
been some confusion on this in the past. A non-refundable reservation
deposit and/or sometimes balance in full may be due depending on
the doll of your choice. One-of-a-kind show dolls are final sales. This
is ONLY A SAMPLING of what we will have at the show. We will have
many other surprise dolls from attending artists at the “live” and on the
“on-line show” which will be available to order only after the show begins. Questions? Call 781-447-6677 (In MA) or 800-447-DOLL (Outside MA in the Continental USA). Off Hours until 11pm EST email.
Visit www.dollery.com for our 14th Annual On-Line Show Beginning
Friday Oct. 7th thru Nov. 7th! The actual n store preview is earlier this year and the online posting so please take note of the new
times! A preview of pieces will begin to be posted on the site beginning Friday Oct. 7th at 5 pm. We will accept phone orders on a first
come first served basis beginning at 6 pm Friday Oct. 7th. You may
also send email orders but we can not guarantee we will be able to
process your order as it is extremely busy so it is best to call it in. We
may also post surprise additions to our on-line show on Saturday Oct.
8th so be sure to stay tuned in all weekend! Preferred customers it is
still always best to come to the preview open house/show if you are
able on Friday night as pieces will be sold on a first come, first served
basis between 5-8 pm and we can not guarantee we will have all the
pieces on-line for that evening. You are also guaranteed if you are in attendance first choice between 5-6 pm prior to the phone lines opening.
Hear the Artists! This year we will be adding the audio clips of participating artists to our on-line version of this catalogue during our October show. There will also be audio clips offering insight into the artist’s
work from Dollery owner Kim Malone. Audio links are not on your CD
rom version now. You can visit us on-line Oct. 7th to view them.
Visit the Dollery on Facebook & Twitter! Call or email for details!

Download our Catalogue! Download a high resolution digital pdf copy
of our catalogue at www.dollery.com. The CD Rom version of this
catalogue will be mailed to preferrred customers that have already purchased from the Dollery free of charge & customers that have inquired
thru 8/30/11 this year. You can purchase a CD Rom after this date for
$15.00 plus ship. New customers buying dolls will also receive a free
copy. Previous year’s print catalogues are available free of charge.
Secondary Market Contact kmalone@dollery.com for more details.
Taking some OOAK work, Himstedt and others on consignment now.
Preferred Customers Once you have become a “Preferred DOLLERY
Customer”, you will receive certain benefits such as an Invitation to our
Preferred Customer Preview (the night before our doll shows) and a
10% off coupon during this event if you attend. You will also receive a
minimum of two 20% off coupons per year for the in stock doll of your
choice. In addition to this, “Gold Members” will receive other special
discounts throughout the year and benefits such as Extended Layaway
and smaller deposits on Special Orders. As a preferred customer you
are eligible for our preferred customer monthly web specials. Preferred
customer discounts are off suggested retail prices. They are not applicable to “Show Priced” dolls or Sale dolls. They can’t be combined
with any other promotional offer. We reserve the right to exclude certain dolls periodically. THE DOLLERY reserves the right to revoke these
benefits at any time based on your current status.
New Customers These customers can enjoy a one time only 10% off
new customer discount on the first in stock doll they purchase at THE
DOLLERY. Certain restrictions apply (if on the mailing list as a purchasing customer already - not applicable). Discount is valid on full retail
price of doll and not applicable to any other offer. Offer non-transferrable. (Not valid on any previous sales - no exceptions). Not applicable
to certain OOAK dolls. THE DOLLERY reserves the right at any time to
change or revoke special benefits or to decline offer on specific dolls.

Ordering Information
Ordering Procedures Phone Orders Call 800-447-DOLL (Only available
Outside Ma in Continental USA) or 781-447-6677 (In Ma). Dial Ext. 15 or
ext 10 for the mail order department or Ext. 22 or Ext 11 for the Dollery
main sales floor. Fax - 781-447-1387. All orders will be shipped asap but
allow 2-4 weeks for show dolls or inquire when purchased on ship time
frame during show. Should there be any unusual delays, you will receive
notification. If you provide us with an email address we will email you
your shipping tracking number.
Shipping We charge the exact shipping it costs us to ship a doll to you
in the majority of cases. All purchases will be charged a minimum $25.00
for shipping, handling and insurance. A minimum flat fee of $35.00 will
be charged on all show, promo, discounted or sale priced dolls to cover
shipping, handling and insurance. (In most cases oversized products
or items requiring excessive packaging may require additional shipping
or exact cost of shipping and this will be specified at the time of sale.)
Exception - Orders for vinyl dolls under 15” inches which don’t require
excessive packaging or oversized boxes will be charged a minimum of
$20.00 for shipping per doll. Shipping charges are not refundable. International Shipping: We ship worldwide via US Mail Insured Priority or
Express, or UPS International. The exact shipping plus a $10.00 handling
fee will be charged for all purchases on the day product is shipped. Customs Fees are the customer’s direct responsibility upon receipt of goods.
A shipping estimate will be provided to you upon placement of your order but exact shipping can not be figured until the doll is in, weighed and
ready to ship.
Dollery Warranty & Terms of Sale If for any reason you are not completely satisfied with your purchase, you may write or call within 3 days
from receipt for authorization number for credit, refund or exchange
(provided returned merchandise is in saleable condition and within store
policy terms as stated above in detail). Special Orders, Sale Items, Show
Dolls and Layaways are NEVER returnable.

Ordering Information
Special Orders Merchandise in excess of $100.00 requires a “Reservation” deposit of 25% and 30% down on international orders. Merchandise less than $100.00 requires a “Reservation” deposit of 100%.
Upon notification of merchandise in stock availability - the total balance is due within 10 days. SPECIAL CUSTOMER ORDERS ARE FINAL
SALES and may not be cancelled for refund, exchange or credit after
initial deposit is made. Should merchandise become unavailable at all,
the “Reservation” deposits will be refunded. Sorry - no cancellations
or refunds on “custom” doll special orders. All custom orders are subject to delay as they are hand crafted by artists. We will keep you up
to date on progress. We want to work with you and we will customize
payment plans especially for you on special orders placed in the first
six months of the year. Ask our sales staff how we can help make that
special doll a part of your collection! Did you miss a doll? Ask us.
Layaway Procedure Merchandise in excess of $100.00 may be placed
on Layaway for a period of up to 90 days. A deposit of 25% may be
placed on MC, VISA, DISCOVER, AMERICAN EXPRESS or PAYPAL
and an additional 25% will be charged to the usable Credit Card every
30 days until paid in full or set up on PAYPAL plan. LAYAWAYS MAY
NOT BE CANCELLED FOR REFUND, EXCHANGE OR CREDIT AFTER 3
DAYS OF INITIAL DEPOSIT. In the event that a Layaway is cancelled
within 3 days of initial deposit, a $10.00 administrative fee will be
charged and the deposit will be refunded. We want your business! In
some cases we will extend layaway. Ask a sales representative what we
can do for you! It never hurts to ask! Sorry, layaways on show one-ofa-kind dolls are final sales with no cancellation or refund allowed. Show
Special dolls are also final sales the day they are ordered.
Extended Layaway Be sure to ask about our extended layaway plans
for preferred collectors collecting a lot of dolls or more expensive
items! We want to work with you and will do our best to accommodate
you! Ask! We extend up to a year in some cases on expensive dolls.

Directions & Hours &
Show Disclaimer

Directions THE DOLLERY INC. is conveniently located 40 minutes south
of Boston. From Boston - Take Southeast Expressway South to Route 3 follow Route 3 South to Exit 16B - exit onto Route 18 and continue South
for 8 miles. The Dollery Inc. will be on your left just one block before the
intersection of 18 & 27 in Whitman, MA. From Rhode Island - Go North
on Route 95 to Route 495 South to 24 North to Exit 15A (Bridgewater/
Halifax) - onto 104 South to 18 North. Dollery is on right at Intersection
of 18 & 27. From New Hampshire - Go South on Route 93 to Boston &
Southeast Expressway & continue as above.
Lodging We will be happy to assist you with your lodging requirements.
For further information, call 781-447-6677 Ext. 15, email kmalone@dollery.com or visit www.dollery.com for a lodging listing.
Store & Mail Order Hours Show Hours: Friday Oct. 7th 5pm -8pm (Open
House preferred preview show by invitation only) & Saturday Oct. 8th
from 10am to 3pm EST in store Doll Show open to general public.
In Season Hours: Call or visit our site for fall gallery hours. After Xmas:
By appointment year round Mon. - Friday 10 - 4 or call for weekend appointment to view our gallery of dolls with Kim Malone (owner).
Mail Order Department Open Year Round! Monday thru Friday 10am4pm - dial ext. 22 or email 7 days a week kmalone@dollery.com. You may
also Dial our Sales Floor at ext 11 during store hours for mail order calls.
Please dial ext. 22 for mail order regarding shipment details.
Show Disclaimer THE DOLLERY INC. reserves the right to change any
published price that may be incorrectly printed in this catalogue at any
time. All listed prices are subject to change after the last day of the show.
Show priced dolls may change in price after 11/7/2011. On-line show is
thru Nov. 7th at 5pm. After Nov. 7th some dolls won’t be available.

Rotraut Schrott
Rare One-of-a-Kinds

Artist Biography
Rotraut has been known as a master sculptor since 1981. She feels that it’s not only
important to sculpt a beautiful facial expression but also to create a unique body
language with motion that will tell the story of the doll. She has mastered her art
and her reputation as a worldwide leader in the industry has been secured. Her work
will no doubt be among tomorrow’s antique treasures. Numerous books, awards
and magazine articles have highlighted Rotaut’s work thru the 30 year span of her
career. Many of the artists that have attended our annual doll shows credit Rotraut
as their inspiration for falling in love with doll making. Rotraut says that her intention now is to move away from static dolls towards moving dolls as objects of art.

Dollery Insight & Notes
Rotraut is definitely one of the Dollery’s favorite artists! Over twenty years ago
Rotraut attended her very first US show here at the Dollery. She has attended our 2006-2009 dolls show from Germany. Her work is peaking in our opinion. It is the best it has ever been. Two year’s ago Rotraut warned she would
only be able to create about four or five dolls total each year. We are honored
that she has given us first opportunity worldwide to acquire all her special work!
Earlier this year she created “Maria - Queen of Heaven” and her “Korean Girl.”
“Aya”,“La Rose” & “Tuti“ were created especially for this year’s show. Visit our
site to view other amazing creations by her and inquire about custom orders!
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“Aya” - Warrior
by Rotraut Schrott

“Aya”- Japanese
Warrior
One-of-a-Kind
Cernit & Modelene
w/Cloth Body &
Armature
Brown Painted Eyes
Dark Brown
Human Hair Wig
42” - Comes w/Stand
$10,000.00

“Aya” is a Japanese warrior. Her brown dress is covered with ornaments and
pulled in with a golden sash & braid trimmings. The back of the dress is closed
with 47 golden buttons. The red coat is very special. It is interwoven with golden
threads and has embroidered red sleeves. On both sides of the coat there are
Japanese warrior pictures hand painted on taffeta by Rotraut. They are each fitted
with a small silk curtain which you can let fall down to protect the picture according to Japanese custom. On the back front of the coat is a picture of a Japanese
Lady. In one hand is a fan, in the other a red pigeon. Her shoes are hand made.
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“La Rose”

by Rotraut Schrott
“La Rose”
One-of-a-Kind
Cernit & Modelene
w/Cloth Body &
Armature
Brown Painted Eyes
Brown Curly
Human Hair
Seated - 32”
40” - If Could Stand
Comes w/Acrylic Seat
$10,000.00

Beautiful “La Rose” wears a pink taffeta & white tulle skirt. The front of her red
velvet jacket is embroidered tapestry. The unique positioning of her right arm
over her head allows the roses to fall down like a waterfall. The antique roses
are made of velvet or silk. She wears a crystal chain in her hair styled in long
thin pigtails showing that a rose is not only beautiful but also thorny. “La Rose”
wears beige underwear with braid trimmings. She has hand painted small roses
on her feet. She is stunning and one of just about five dolls Rotraut will create
this year especially for the Dollery. Visit our site for more examples of her work.
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“Tuti” -Mongolian
by Rotraut Schrott

“Tuti” - Mongolian Girl
One-of-a-Kind
Cernit & Modelene
w/Cloth Body &
Armature
Dk Brown Painted Eyes
Dark Brown
Human Hair
44” w/Cap - (Standing)
Comes w/Stand
$10,000.00

“Tuti”, Rotraut’s gorgeous Mongolian girl wears a white silk blouse. The bib is
trimmed with silver lace and colored braid trimmings. The skirt is made of dark
pink silk velvet decorated with braid trimmings. In front of the skirt is the white
silk apron embroidered in silver thread with a picture of a horse. It is also decorated with tassels and trimming braids. On the right side of the skirt there is a
pocket. Inside is an old black wooden horse. Her broad waist band is embroidered with silver threads. Her head adorns an antique Mongolian cap. She was a
wonderful surprise that came in just prior to catalogue close! Enjoy!
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“Hanna Goetz”
Rare Ooak Work-

Artist Biography
Hanna has been creating her timeless works of art since 1977. This German artist is
a world renowned international master of her craft. She is a professional artist who
studied art at the University of Munich and the International Summer Academy of
Salzburg Austria. She has received several art awards and her work is represented in
museums in Japan and Germany. Hanna says creating a doll is like creating a story.
She begins with a sketch and then creates a wire armature for the intended position.
Small bits of clay are attached and as the clay hardens finer surface details are added.
After two firings pieces are dipped in wax, then painted and dipped again. Her clothing is inspired by the 20th century fashion techniques of Madame Vionnet of Paris.

Dollery Insight & Notes
Hanna is featured above at our 24th doll show which she attended from Germany.
Currently Hanna is only creating about five to six dolls a year and works with just
a few dealers worldwide. Last year she only created about four dolls! We are so
pleased with “Little Red” and the “Frog Princess”created especially for this year’s
show. These story book dolls were a pleasant surprise! They are Hanna’s first two
ever. “Little Red” is in more traditional clothing which is again un-expected, yet
exceptionally well done. Be sure to read the thoughts behind the “Frog Princess”
and her interesting crown! Everything has a meaning to Hanna! Contact us about
special orders for her Dollery exclusive series and visit our site to view more ideas!
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“Little Red Riding Hood”
One of a Kind

“Little Red Riding Hood”
One-of-a-Kind
High-Fired Clay w/Wax
Body - Strong Moveable
Skelton w/Soft
Stuffing Body
Green Mouth Blown
Glass Eyes
Reddish Brown
Human Hair
28.3” Seated with Hat
Show Priced: $6,900.00

This piece is really unique. She is Hanna’s very first storybook doll ever.
“Little Red” is dressed in very traditional costuming for Hanna. She is just beautiful and different. We love her interpretation of “Little Red Riding Hood” and the
addition of a wine bottle! The blouse and slip have a double layer of silk organza.
Note the heavily embroidered silk necktie! The bodice is made out of embroidered
linen. Her cap is red velvet covered with tulle and golden blossoms. The ribbon is
made of a special woven silk. Her shoes are made of leather & metal. The socks
are handknitted out of silk from Germany. Everything is done by Hanna herself.
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“Frog Princess”
One-of-a-Kind

“The Frog Princess”
One-of-a-Kind
High-Fired Clay w/Wax
Body - Strong Moveable
Skelton w/Soft
Stuffing Body
Green Mouth Blown
German Glass Eyes
Pale Blond Hand
Knotted Human Hair
33.5” Standing
Show Priced: $7,000.00

“The Frog Princess” is dressed in a warm yellow & light green double woven silk
with a touch of grey in it & metallic threads. Her underwear is partly silk chiffon and partly synthetic tulle with the finest French lace. We just love her shoes
made of leather and velvet. Her head decoration is made of French bronze. Hanna
said she created it in order to point out the future change of the shape of the frog
into the beautiful young man which he already is in the subconcious mind of the
young princess. The movement and the shape of the cloth are designed to symbolize the forthcoming process of the change. She is truly magical. Hurry!
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Silke Schloesser
Rare Opportunity!

Artist Biography
Silke has been a professional artist since 1992. In 1988 she first introduced
her work in the USA. She is also well known in Europe and Russia. Her vivid imagination allows her to create very unique creatures. Fairies, trolls,
gnomes, pixies, elves, leprechauns, troll bears, witches, storybook characters
and more are among the fantastic fantasies created by this talented German
artist. Numerous articles and stories have been written about her work. Silke’s
latest passion is 1/12th scale doll house miniature pieces around 2.5” to 7”
inches. She has incorporated many of these into our showcase larger pieces
shown here. We are the only US gallery now to get these larger pieces. Hurry!.

Dollery Insight & Notes
We are honored that Silke has personally attended so many of our annual doll
shows and are excited to have her back for our 30th show next year! We feel privledged to be her biggest dealer of work in the USA and her exclusive USA dealer
for the larger museum quality pieces. No one can beat Silke’s imagination! Last
year she began incorporating some of her minature pieces into her larger showcase pieces exclusively for the Dollery and wow, were they a hit! The witches and
fairies stole the show. This year Silke worked for months to create these fantastic
pieces especially for our Dollery show. This is a once a year opportunity to purchase an amazing work of art by Silke. Contact us about custom orders as well.
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“Preparing for Holidays”

by Silke Schloesser

“Preparing for the Holidays” - One-of-a-Kind - Polymer Clay - w/Stuffed body
& Wire Arm. - Fully Poseable - Blue Glass Eyes - Burgundy Red Human Hair 23” Standing (Large Fairy & Cupboard) & 27”(W) X 27”(H) (Scene) - $7,100.00

This piece tells a great story! The fairy is completely posable and her wings are
detachable. The cupboard is hand painted by Silke and includes three rooms filled
with hand made miniatures in addition to the hand sculpted miniature dolls in
1/12th scale. Most of the furniture is made in Germany out of wood, metal or leather. The set includes all shown accessories including food, books, a little mouse
between the cookies, and gifts which are all handmade by several miniature artisans from around the world. All accessories are fixed accept for the dolls. The left
cupboard door has real glass & the three drawers can be opened. A treasure!
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“Home Sweet Home”

by Silke Schloesser
“Home Sweet Home”
One-of-a-Kind - Polymer
Clay w/Stuffed body &
Wire Arm. - Poseable
Blue Glass Eyes
Dark Brown Human Hair
22” (Large Witch)
If Standing
Approx. 4” to 6”
(Three Small Fairies)
Includes Accessories
17”(H) X 19”(W) X 12”(D)
$5,300.00 (Set Only)

We just love this “Home Sweet Home” piece. The big witch is helping the little
fairies to build their very own home! The big doll is on her knees. The big cupacke
is made by Silke and the fairy to the left is fixed to the cupcake and not detachable
The male fairy is fixed to the chair he is standing on and the fairy child can be detached. The whole set includes the big witch, female fairy, male fairy, fairy child,
cupcake and all accessories shown including the vintage looking book, wooden
spoon, red juicy bottle, glass with red toadstoles,and 2 script rolls made by Karin
Caspar the famous miniature artist. This piece is exceptional. Don’t miss it!
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“Trolly Tours” by
Silke Schloesser
“Trolly Tours”
One-of-a-Kind
Polymer Clay w/Stuffed
bodies & Wire Armature
Completely Poseable
Head Turns on Girl
Gray-Blue Glass Eyes (Girl)
Blue Glass Eyes (Boy)
Bl Human Hair (Both dolls)
20” (Girl) - 17” (Boy)
4” - 5.5” (Small Trolls)
Set Includes Trolley
$6,800.00 (Set Only)

“Trolly Tours” comes complete with two fully poseable dolls and three miniature
dolls handmade by Silke. She purposely named it “Trolly” not “Trolley” because
of the little troll companions. The large girl is dressed in a creme colored fine vintage cotton lace dress and a short cognac brown leather jacket. Her long blonde
hair is human so the braids can be opened and the hair can be combed. Her little
brother is dressed in fine leather and cotton. The set comes complete with this
adorable trolley which measures 10” (W) X 8” (H) and inside is a miniature troll
family sitting and enjoying the journey. They are posable too!
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“Fairy Diva” by
Silke Schloesser
“Fairy Diva” - One-of-a-Kind - Polymer Clay - w/Stuffed body &
Wire Armature - Fully Poseable - Green Glass Eyes - Red Human Hair
Approx. 22” If Standing (Lg Fairy) Show Priced: $5,200.00 (Set Only)

The “Fairy Diva” is dressed in silks and silk velvet and she drips with lace and
brocade. Her boots are sculpted and painted. She has detachable wings. The six
tiny fairies with her are fully sculpted in the 1/12th scale and range in size from
2.5” to 5” inches. Each have mohair and painted eyes. The dresser bust is covered with silk velvet, lace, brocade and vintage paper flowers. The colors are
cream or ecru. Not shown here, but available to add to this set, is a “Chief Fairy
Apprentice” that is 13”and is shown on our website. That piece is an additional
$1,000.00. The set as shown above comes complete with all accessories. Love it!
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Sarah Niemela
More Ooak’s at show

Artist Biography
Sarah, a Minnesota based artist, has been sculpting OOAK dolls since 1996. Her skills
are mostly self-taught but she says she has drawn from many talented artists along
the way. She prefers to work from photos or real life and loves the challenge of sculpting the likeness of a real child. All of Sarah’s dolls are sculpted using cernit which is
a very high quality polymer clay. The bodies have a sturdy wire armature throughout
and the fingers are wired for extra strength. They generally have movable necks for
great positioning. Sarah sews all of the doll’s clothing herself using the finest of silks
and cottons. She uses hand blown glass eyes and makes custom mohair wigs. No two
are ever exactly alike as each is a true OOAK. We do take custom orders so inquire!

Dollery Insight & Notes
Sarah has attended many of our doll shows in person. Sarah’s range of work has
expanded a great deal since we began carrying her work about 10 years ago. She
is extremely gifted especially in her sculpting of African American dolls. This year’s
“Akilah & her Baby” is certainly no exception. We just love her little dolly and the
baby carraige to go with her! Also new this year are Sarah’s really affordable one
of a kind hand sculpted baby ornaments just introduced in January. The themes
will be repeated but no two will ever be exactly the same. They have been a hit
and we have some brand new designs to show including some Christmas themes!
View the entire line by going to our website now! Prices range $100.00 to $250.00.
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“Akilah & Baby” by
Sarah Niemela
“Akilah & Her Baby”
One-of-a-Kind
Cernit Head, Arms to
Elbows & Upper Legs
Painted w/Acrylic Paints
Moveable Head - Solid
Body w/ Wire Armature
Brown Hand Blown
Glass Eyes - Hand Styled
Wig From Dark Brown
Fleece - 23” Standing
Comes w/Walnut Base
$2,950.00

“Akilah” holds her baby, designed to be her dolly not her sister. She comes with
her pink stroller finished in silk, lace and vintage handkerchiefs. Her neck and
arms are posable and moveable. Be gentle though! Her wig was custom made by
Sarah and tied with buttons. Some of the buttons on the baby say “baby.” Akilah’s
non-removable shoes are hand made by Sarah in pink leather. Her dress is sewn
from pink silks and finished with a soft white sweater adorned with pink tulle
roses. The same roses are on her skirt. Her baby’s dress is sewn from soft white
and pink eyelet laces and silks trimmed with pink silk and a tulle rose. Beautiful!
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Stephanie Cauley
More Ooak’s at show

Artist Biography
This Louisiana based artist has been sculpting for over 12 years. She is especially gifted at sculpting Asian dolls. Stephanie also loves doing pairs of dolls
because she can tell a story thru their interaction with each other. An Optometrist
by profession, it is no surprise the hand painted eyes on her dolls are so wonderful. The mouths on her dolls are excellent as well and are among the very best
we have seen. The teeth are perfectly placed. Stephanie has primarily worked
in cernit doing OOAK work but did briefly sculpt for Goebel and Richard Simmons. She no longer does any mass production sculpting. Stephanie normally
only creates about five to eight dolls a year and participates in very few shows.

Dollery Insight & Notes
Stephanie does amazing work and she has personally attended many of our annual doll shows. She is shown here above at our 27th annual show. We love all of
Stephanie’s work but are always particularly impressed with her Asians and they
sell quickly! This year Stephanie has been focusing on many special orders for our
customers. See a doll you love that is gone? Stephanie has a unique way of capturing the feel and expression of a doll she may have done before while also maintaining the one of a kind nature of the doll. Be sure to visit our site to view previous
work and ask about custom orders. We are pleased to offer you this little cutie pie
especially created for this year’s show! We may have one or two other surprises!
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“Mei” by
Stephanie Cauley
“Mei”
One-of-a-Kind
Poseable Polymer
Clay Head, Hands & Feet
Cloth Body & Armature
Painted Eyes
Mohair
8” Seated
Approx. 14” If Standing
Show Priced:
$1,125.00

We are so pleased with this wonderful little asian girl created especially for this
year’s annual doll show. She has stolen our hearts with her innocent smile and
adorable little bear. We love the vibrant colors that Stephanie chose to use. She
is a younger doll then many of the little girls we have had in the past and also
slightly smaller. Be sure to visit our online show the night of the show to view
other surprises! Don’t forget to view our website as well to see all the wonderful
work Stephanie has done for us in the past and inquire on custom orders. It takes
her quite awhile so it is a good idea to get your order in the que!
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Jane Bradbury
More Ooak’s at show

Artist Biography
In the nearly 37 year career in the doll world, Jane has made dolls in great variety
from as small as an inch to as large as 35” inches. She also has enjoyed making
dolls of all different ages with different emotions. She loves the challenge of expressive faces and strives to try new things all the time. Lately she is inspired to
work on what she calls “likeness” dolls which are not quite portrait dolls but are
very close. See the photo above left created for one of our customers of her little girl
this year! Inquire on custom orders. Jane has won numerous awards for her OOAK
dolls. She has worked for Disney’s Teddy Bear convention and desgined dolls for
HSN. Currently, she is only working on a very limited number of OOAK dolls a year.

Dollery Insight & Notes
For as long as we can remember, we have carried Jane’s OOAK work and now
we are proud to be her exclusive worldwide dealer! A few years ago, Jane
thought she may retire. She suffered from tendonitis in her hands. After changing her clay from Fimo to a mix of clay she has enjoyed sculpting more again
but mainly in a smaller scale doll now (approx. 23” or under). This year, Jane,
inspired by the royal wedding, created an adorable royal pair shown above!
These are a great value! We take custom orders for a wide variety of different “Alice in wonderland” dolls & many other dolls similar but not exact to
previous work Jane has done. Visit our site for ideas! More surprises at show!
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“The Wee Royals”
by Jane Bradbury
“The Wee Royals”
One-of-a-Kind Sculpt
Repeatable in Same
Historic Costuming
Polymer Clay Mix
Head, Arms & Legs
Cloth Bodies - Head, Arms
& Legs Moveable
Glass Eyes - Mohair Wigs
12” Standing - w/Stands
Show Priced: $1,000.00
(Set) or $550.00 Flower
Girl - $600.00 Ring Bearer

Jane created this adorable historic set especially for the Dollery. She was inspired
by the Royal wedding of Prince William and Princess Kate this year. The adorable
flower girl and ring bearer each wear a copy of the historic outfits worn. The ring
bearer’s costume has sculpted embellishments made of polymer clay. He also has
sculpted shoes. The flower girl is dressed like the youngest set of girls and has
a flower ball over her arm. This set is available and then we will take orders for
other ooak dolls with similar sculpts but not exact. Each royal set will have the
exact historic costuming. Hair color can be requested. This is a great buy!
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“The Renaissance Girl”

by Jane Bradbury

“The Renaisssance Girl”
One-of-a-Kind
Polymer Clay Mix
Head, Arms & Legs
Head Moveable
Cloth Body
Blue Glass Eyes
Pale Blonde Human Hair
19” Seated
22” If Could Stand
Show Priced: $1,700.00
*Comes complete
with wicker chair.

This beautiful Renaissance girl has a gorgeous dress embroidered with two
thread gold and peach silk with blue and grey accents. She wears a wreath
of flowers in her gorgeous pale blonde human hair wig. She comes complete
with her wicker chair that is also hand covered with fabric by Jane. Take note
of her lovely hands and adorable custom made shoes and jewelry. The doll is
poseable and she has a moveable head to allow for many different positions.
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“Sisters” by
Jane Bradbury
“Sisters” - One-of-a-Kind
Polymer Clay Mix
Head, Arms & Legs
Head Moveable
Cloth Body
Blue Glass Eyes (Sister)
Red Mohair (Sister)
18” (Sister) If Could Stand
Grey Glass Eyes (Baby)
Blonde Mohair (Baby)
8” (Baby)
Show Priced: $1,500.00
*Comes w/Chair

This absolutely adorable sister set is a buy and a half! Jane’s work is so reasonably priced. The value she gives for the money she charges is just amazing. Each
is a true one of a kind hand sculpted with love. Jane creates all her own costuming as well. We love this adorable little red head holding her baby sister in her
arms. She is dressed in a hand dyed pale sea foam silk dress and lace stockings
with matching sea foam silk shoes. Her little baby sister wears a lace dress. The
set comes complete with their upholstered chair as shown. Adorable!
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“The Golden Child”
by Jane Bradbury
“The Golden Child”
One-of-a-Kind
Polymer Clay Mix
Head, Arms & Legs
Head Moveable
Cloth Body
Light Brown Glass Eyes
Strw/Blonde Human Hair
22” Seated
31” If Could Stand
Show Priced: $1,900.00
*Comes complete with
her upholstered chair.

The “Golden Child”was introduced last year. She is dressed in a pale gold taffeta silk dress trimmed with an antique collar. Jane purchased this beautiful wood
chair and re-upholstered it herself. She is her last really large doll and we want
her to find a good home! She comes complete with chair & fan as shown. The
eyes are almost a golden color. We think she is lovely! We also take custom orders for dolls specific but not exact to previous dolls Jane has created. Be sure to
visit our site to view other dolls with this feel from our Renaissance collection.
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Laura Scattolini
Rare Opportunity!

Artist Biography
Since 1994 this Italian artist has poured her heart and soul into every magnificent
doll she has created. She is a world renowned master of her craft. Laura says that
“dolls are her life” and that is evident every time you view one of her masterpieces. Laura was born in Mantova, Italy. She had no formal art training but her father
was a musician and figurative painter. Laura began her art career in the 1990’s
with cloth and porcelain reproductions. Shortly after in 1994 she created her first
one-of-a-kind cernit doll. She now works in a mixture of cernit and fimo. Laura
only creates about 15 one-of-a-kind dolls a year and works with just a handful of
dealers worldwide. The Dollery is the only dealer in the USA carrying her work.

Dollery Insight & Notes
Laura has participated in our doll shows since 2004 and we are proud to be her exclusive dealer in the USA now. This new set is so incredible and is the reason we do
what we do! Wow! They just had to be our cover dolls! Laura’s dolls are appreciated
by sophisticated collectors as each one tells a story. She clothes her dolls in simplistic, realistic outfits in a soft neutral palette of colors so that the focus is always
on the sculpt. Laura uses simplistic, expensive wigs often colored and styled by her.
She adorns the dolls with custom leather shoes hand made by cobblers in Italy. She
often hand washes her fabrics and scruffs and paints the shoes to created a “worn”
effect. Laura creates children between the ages of 3-12 showing great emotion.
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“Happiness” byLaura Scattolini
“Happiness”
One-of-a-Kind
Cernit & Fimo Head
w/Cloth Body - Pale Blue
Masterpiece Eyes
Tiny Eyelashes
Blonde & Red Human Hr
22” Seated - Comes
complete w/Plexi Stand
Show Priced:
$10,000.00 (Set Only)
*Note - this set in Russia
would list for $11,500.00

Wow. Seeing exceptional work like this is priceless and this set just had to grace
our cover this year. This smiling set is more unique for Laura as she generally
focuses on more serious faces. We have been dying for a double set like this.
She said she was thinking about her childhood while creating this piece when the
big joy of life was just being with her best friend, dressing the same and enjoying
life. The girls are dressed in skirts of antique lace & their underwear is white baptist with lace. The shirt is cotton. A ribbon of pure silk is around the waists. Both
have long socks and white sandals in leather made in Italy. See video on our site!
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“Just Alice”
by Laura Scattolini
“Just Alice”
One-of-a-Kind
Cernit & Fimo Head
w/Cloth Body
Blue Masterpiece Eyes
Two Tone Pale
Blonde Mohair
14” Seated
20” If Standing
Comes complete
w/ Antique Chair
Show Priced: $2,000.00

This is a rare opportunity to acquire a Scattolini doll at 1/3rd of their normal prices! This is one of only two dolls that Laura has sculpted in this size. She of course
is her version of “Alice in Wonderland”. “Just Alice” is dressed in a cotton dress
and pinafore adorned with vintage fabric and laces. She comes complete with
her beautiful antique chair. Be sure not to miss “Happiness” also created for this
year’s show. We probably will not have any more work due to special orders being
made now until Dec./Jan. Don’t miss this opportunity to acquire a great Scattolini
at a remarkable price! Visit our site to view more and inquire on custom orders!
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Diane Keeler
More Ooak’s at show

Artist Biography
Growing up in an environment where she never heard the words “you can’t do
that,” Diane felt free to pursue all things creative. In 1986 she discovered polymer clay. Even though she had never sculpted before, this Wisconsin native says
the faces came relatively easy right from the beginning. Keeler honed her skills,
and in 1990 she began doing art shows with all polymer clay figures. Gradually
she began winning awards for best of show and best sculptor. She quickly became in demand and in 1994 she became a full time artist. She is member of
NIADA and ODACA and teaches sculpting internationally. Diane only creates about
ten one-of-a-kind dolls a year and participates in just a few shows worldwide.

Dollery Insight & Notes
For at least nine consecutive years Diane has attended or participated in our doll
shows. Last year Diane introduced her first “Alice in Wonderland” piece and wow,
was it a hit! We are thrilled to have first opportunity to purchase any of her “Alice”
work and we have bought them all so far! They sell very quickly. Each is a OOAK in
different themes. Be sure to note the adorable rabbits, mice and other accessories
including their fantastic bases with quotes on them. The two “Alice” dolls shown are
brand new and available. We should have at least one more surprise as well! Do
not miss our exclusive “moon” series including “Lullaby moon” shown here. Visit
our site to view many different pieces by Keeler and contact us about custom orders.
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“Queen Alice”
by Diane Keeler
“Queen Alice”
OOAK - Polymer Clay
Blue Painted Eyes
Blonde Mohair
Base - 11”(W) x 8”(D)
15” Base to Crown (Alice)
3.5” (Mouse)
$2,950.00

“Queen Alice” is absolutely a Dollery favorite. She is seated on a mushroom hand
made by Diane and she comes complete with her adorable mouse! Her crown is
made of polymer clay. The base has the quote from the book “Alice Through the
Looking Glass.” “I’ve a sceptre in my hand, I’ve a crown on my head. Let the
looking-glass creatures, whatever they be, come and dine with the Red Queen, the
White Queen and me.” When Alice becomes queen she is wearing a white dress.
Diane designed the dress by finding photos and drawings of girls dresses from the
1860’s when the books were written. The dress is made of silk & French lace.
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“Alice w/White Rabbit”

by Diane Keeler

“Alice w/White Rabbit”
OOAK - Polymer Clay
Blue Painted Eyes
Blonde Mohair
17” - (Alice)
5” - (White Rabbit)
$2,950.00

This wonderful theme is “Alice w/the White Rabbit” designed entirely by Diane.
She embroidered the dolls pinafore with the White Rabbit. She also designed and
embroidered the rabbit’s Red Queen uniform. This “Alice” is either free standing or she can be on her base. The base says ‘Herald, read the accusation!’ said
the King. On this the White Rabbit blew three blasts on the trumpet, and then
unrolled the parchment scroll, and read as follows..... Her stockings are a tiny red
and white stripe and her dress is silk.” The rabbit is even a working puppet marionette! Visit our site for other themes and inquire on cust orders. Incredible job!
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Dollery Exclusive
Moon Series by Keeler
“Lullaby Moon”
One of a Kind
Polymer Clay
Grey/Blue
Painted Eyes
White Hand - Dyed
Mohair
12” (H) x 9” (W)
$2,400.00
*Piece Comes
as shown
w/acrylic base.

Diane has been creating Dollery exclusive “Moon series” pieces for a few years
now. The piece shown is our adorable “Lullaby Moon.” Both dolls are full body
sculpts. Each baby fairy is dressed in soft pink silk crinkle gauze. The moon has
glass eyes and was hand made by Diane! The piece comes complete with the
plexi glass stand. You can purchase this piece this way or add another fairy if you
wish to the top. (Ask for quote). Be sure to view our website to see the many different moon pieces Diane has created for us including combinations of four fairies
in a variety of colors. Some clients have chosen to do their families! Inquire!
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Elisa Gallea
More Ooak’s at show

Artist Biography
Elisa Gallea lives in Sicily Italy. She has loved collecting and making dolls since she
was very young. About seven years ago she discovered cernit and just fell in love with
it. She especially loves to capture the realistic expressions of children and a specific
moment in time. Many of her dolls have pensive, innocent expressions. Elisa normally only creates about 8-10 dolls a year. All the work on her dolls is done exclusively
by her. Her favorite subjects are 8-10 year old girls in the 24”to 30” size. She enjoys
sculpting in a number of positions to capture childish moments. She mixes different
colors of cernit and fimo to obtain different skin tones. Elisa has shown in the US,
Russia, Europe and the Ukraine mainly where her dolls have been well received.

Dollery Insight & Notes
For awhile now we have been following Elisa’s work and we are now hand picking
pieces that we feel are really showing the depth of her sculpting abilities. “Little Red”
has a fantastic sculpt and we thought the whole theme of “Circus” was wonderful right
down to her tiny dog! Elisa uses only the best human or mohair hair, human hair eyelashes and glass eyes on her dolls. She enjoys designing and handmaking the doll’s
dresses using silk, velvet, chiffon, laces, valencienne and other fine materials. She
usually completes her dolls with precious objects such as silver mirrors, antique children’s brushes, vintage pins, elegant wood chairs or handmade pillows. The dolls are
simplistic, classic and realistic. They have interesting expressions and are all OOAK.
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“Red Cape” by
Elisa Gallea
“Red Cape”
One-of-a-Kind
Mixed Polymer Clays
(Cernit & Fimo)
4/5 Arms & Legs &
Sculpted Breast Plate
w/Fabric Body
Blue German
Glass Eyes
Blondish/Red Human Hair
24” - Standing
$4,500.00

“Red Cape” wears a lovely baptiste dress trimmed in lace with little embroidered
flowers. Baptiste pants, leather shoes and a beautiful silk velvet cape top her off.
Elisa clearly has a passion for capturing the mood and expression of the children
she creates and this is evident in this piece. We look forward to seeing more work
from Elisa maybe by the show date or shortly after. Be sure to get on our Gallea
mailing list for automatic updates and visit our website for other work!
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“Circus” by
Elisa Gallea
“Circus”
One-of-a-Kind
Mixed Polymer Clays
(Cernit & Fimo)
4/5 Arms & Legs &
Sculpted Breast Plate
w/Fabric Body
German Blue Glass Eyes
Human Hair Eyelashes
Red Human Hair
27” - Standing
$5,000.00
*Comes complete w/Dog

“Circus” was designed, sculpted and dressed entirely by Elisa except for her
adorable Chihuahua made especially for her by a great artist in Florence Italy
name Pezzi Unici. The piece is slightly larger then her normal dolls size. The
costuming of the doll is made of shantung silk and tulle and she wears leather
shoes. Even her little Chihuahua is dressed for the party! This piece just
makes us happy when we look at it. Enjoy, enjoy!
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Hildegard Gunzel
40th Anniv, - 2012

Artist Biography
Hildegard is one of the most decorated artists in doll-making in the world. She will
celebrate her 40th anniversary in 2012 as we celebrate our 30th annual doll show!
Hildegard was born in 1945. She graduated from the German Masterschool for fashion design in Munich and became a designer for the fashion & jewelry industry. In
1972 she began making dolls. Since 1980 she has only produced her work in wax over
porcelain. In 1996 Hildegard opened her own museum housed in Duisburg, Germany. In addition to her numerous books and awards, her lifetime achievement awards
include the 1994 Jumeau Award in Paris, the 2003 Lifetime Achievement Award in
the USA from Jones Publishing and the 2010 Pandora Award in Moscow. Amazing.

Dollery Insight & Notes
We have carried Gunzel’s work since our 4th doll show & her work is more popular
than ever. Demand for quality porcelain is higher than ever and the decreased edition
sizes have left avid collectors scrambling! Last year her DOTY award winning “Snow
White” was sold out within minutes and this year the demand for her new work did
not dwindle. This year’s 2011 line has a broad spectrum of work for all different collector’s tastes. Note that “Titania” among others were late introductions not in her
catalogue! Visit our website to view the entire line & the more affordable resins not
shown here. Inquire on previous years’ sculpts, resin prototypes & museum work
now available! We hope to have Hildegard personally attend our 30th show in 2012.
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“Titania”by
Hildegard Gunzel
“Titania”
Ltd. 10 (Sculpt)
Ltd. 5 (This Costume)
Wax/Porcelain
Glass Eyes
Blonde Human Hair
32” Standing
Comes Complete With
Her Bear - *Each bear
is unique - made from
antique silk mohair & will
vary - this one n/a.
$8,150.00

“Titania” in her blue and gold costuming is a definite Dollery favorite. She was a
surprise midyear introduction that was not shown in the 2011 Gunzel catalogue.
She comes in two different styles of clothing. You can view the other version on
our website. This was the one that really stood out to us. The face is just priceless
and the costuming is really unique. Of course who can resist that little teddy bear!
Each “Titania,” (limited to only five this way worldwide), will include a bear but
each bear will vary in design. They will all be made out of antique silk mohair
and each will be very special. Edition is almost gone as of catalogue publishing!
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“Graziella”by
Hildegard Gunzel
“Graziella”
Ltd. 20
(Sculpt & Outfit)
Wax/Porcelain
Grey/Green Glass Eyes
Blonde Human Hair
19.5” Head to Seat
Comes Complete With
Her Repro - Doll
Bur Bebe Columbine
& her Teddy Bear
$8,050.00

We were absolutely blown away when we saw “Graziella” in person at Idex. Her
dress is made of dupioni silk with intricate embroidery of multi-colored dots. Her
belt is made from silk taffeta.The underskirt is made from cotton trimmed with
four colorful ruffles made from dupioni silk. We loved her silk stockings, each one
a different color. Her shoes are leather. Her accessories include a reproduction
doll Bur Bebe Columbine with coordinating dress. (Ute Mareczek). The teddy bear
is made from silk mohair with a silk hat, crown,& collar with silk ruffles, copiously stitched with pearls. (Isolde von Malchus) See actual photos on our site.
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“Melisande”by
Hildegard Gunzel
“Melisande”
Ltd. 10
(Sculpt & Outfit)
Wax/Porcelain
Grey Glass Eyes
Multi Colored Curled
Human Hair
40” Standing
Comes Complete With
Fantasy Bird on
Wooden Stick w/Chain
$Call on Price

*Orig. Set -Avail. w/o Perceval

Gunzel has outdone herself again and “Melisande” is a definite favorite of ours!
The intricate dress is made of crinoline in Rococo style with multi-colored taffeta and dupioni silk in multilayer optics. Multi-colored piping, a corsage with
French brocade silk, ruffled sleeves made from dupioni and taffeta silk decorated
with multi-color silk tulle decorations, silk bands, golden bells and dupioni silk
trousers all adorn this beauty. The legs are finished with hand-painted porcelain
heels. Her decorated Sisal hat & fantasy bird top her off. A masterpiece. She was
originally a set with Perceval. He is sold so she is now available individually.
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Kimberly Lasher
New One-of-a-Kind!

Artist Biography
From a young age Kimberly was always drawing, painting, sewing or crocheting for
her Barbies. Formally trained as an illustrator and graphic designer, her career path
changed when she pursued her love of doll making. In 1990 she went to Toy Fair and
did very well. For awhile she focused on her one-of-a-kind dolls sculpted in clay. After
seeing her first Asian ball jointed doll in 2008 her sculpting took an interesting turn.
She sees these dolls as an art-doll that you can pose and dress. Each doll from her
new lines will be very limited or dressed in their own unique outfits. All will be hand
painted and assembled by Kimberly in her studio in Grand Rapids Michigan. We are
very pleased with the OOAK she did for this year’s show & the new edition dolls for 2011.

Dollery Insight & Notes
For many years we had admired Kim’s one-of-a-kind work before being absolutely
“sold” on her great new ball jointed dolls last year. They are wonderful and just what
we were looking for. We knew there was a “craze” going on in the BJD world but we
wanted to find artists that were doing their own work and keeping their edition sizes
really low. We wanted what she calls an “art-doll” done as a BJD. So, rather than
purchasing a naked doll & clothing it we wanted a BJD that was a small limited edition
artist doll. We got it! We are thrilled to be among about 10 stores worldwide to carry
her work. All her 2011 edition dolls are sold out. We were pleased to get this rare OOAK
made especially for our show by Kim. Be sure to get on our mailing list for her work.
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“Alice” - OOAK
by Kimberly Lasher
Ball Jointed Dolls!
One-of-a-Kind Version
Juliet (Sculpt) - Ltd. 150
“Alice” - OOAK Costume
(#125/150)
Resin Ball Jointed
Hand Blown
Blue Glass Eyes
Blonde Mohair Wig
Show Priced:
$1,250.00

Well, most of you know about the ball jointed doll craze by now and Kimberly’s
dolls are definitely among the most sought after on the market. We are entirely
sold out of the allocation we received of 2011 dolls. We are thrilled that Kim created this very special one of a kind dressed version of “Juliet” for our show. She
is adorable dressed in her hand made one of a kind dress by Blueberry Bunny. She
will go quickly. If you would like more information on her ball jointed dolls be
sure to visit our website. Make sure to get on our Lasher list for automatic updates
on all her new releases! The new 2012 line will come out at the end of January.
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Teresa Watson
More Ooak’s at show

Artist Biography
Teresa credits her father for the inspiration of pursuing her artistic gifts. She has
worked in many mediums but began sculpting in clay in the 1990’s. We feel one of
her most amazing gifts to date is the needle felt work she has done. Teresa began
working with different fibers about ten years ago and found it perfect to create her
magical needle point animal friends. No molds or patterns are used! Teresa is capable of doing so many things. She has done some of her smaller dolls in cloth using Japanese artist techniques. She has also incorporated her polymer clay dolls in
with her needlepoint animals. This year she really surprised us with her absolutely
gorgeous little girl in mixed clay! We were absolutely blown away! Stay tuned...

Dollery Insight & Notes
We have been working with Teresa since our 26th show. We just love her amazing
work. Collectors be sure to take notice of available work as it comes in because it
never will last long! Note the amazing attention to detail in each one-of-a-kind piece
and the price tags on her work make them an exceptional value! Last year Teresa offered us a new Dollery Exclusive series right off the pages of Jessie Willcox Smith’s
fantastic book series. She is still working on two new ones not shown here to be debuted at our show. Teresa also created these three adorable new fantasy pieces with
amazing needlepoint animals. Our biggest surprise to date again though was this gorgeous little girl in clay! She will be approx. 32” tall! Contact us for further information.
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“Fantasy Series”
by Teresa Watson

“Fairy w/Monkey” - (Top Right) - Show Priced: $750.00
“Fairy w/Mouse” - (Top Left) - Showpriced: $750.00
“Elf w/Cat” - (Top Left Bottom) - Showpriced: $950.00
All Dolls - One-of-a-Kind - Approx. 9” - Polymer Clay Head,
Hands & Feet w/Needle Felted Body - Oil Painted Eyes - Mohair
(Monkey) - 4” - (Cat) - 15” - (Mouse) - Approx. 6”
Animals Hand Needle Felted Wool - Glass Eyes
Teresa has outdone herself with this beautiful fantasy line of elves and fairies
created especially for this year’s show. In addition to these, Teresa is trying to
finish a couple other storybook dolls from our Exclusive series by her inspired by
the author Jessie Willcox Smith. Take a look on our website to view some of the
sketches she is working on. Be sure to contact us and get on our mailing list for
Teresa’s work. She works slow and meticulously but the work is definitely worth
the wait! Each one in the series will be a OOAK as no molds or patterns are used!
The clothing is always all hand sewed and no glue is ever applied.
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“One-of-a-Kind”
byTeresa Watson
One-of-a-Kind Child
Mixed Media Clay
Glass Eyes - Approx. 32”
$Call for Details
*This doll was not complete

at time of catalogue
publishing but it was so
amazing we had to put her
in! Call for more information.

Wow, we were absolutely thrilled when we got this sneak first glance at the brand
new sculpt Teresa has been working on for our show! What a beautiful face! This
is a much larger doll then Teresa’s normal work. She is in the 32” to 33” scale
and is made of mixed media clay. The doll was not complete at the time the catalogue was published but we just had to show her beautiful face. Teresa has ordered a very nice fabric coming from England in order to dress her in. The current
collar and dress is not the final one. This doll is so real! We are thrilled to see
the range of talent Teresa has. Great find! Contact us for more details.
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Lucia & Judith
Friedericy
More Ooak’s at show

Artist Biography
The collaboration of the Friedericy family in doll making has it’s origin and continued inspiration in the team work of Lucia & her brother John. After John’s passing in
1990, their mother Judith Friedericy lent her sculpting talents. Now, Judith sculpts
the heads, hands & feet. Lucia paints & applies wax and costumes each piece.
These dolls are sculpted in porcelain clay which is very unusual making each a true
one-of-a-kind doll. No molds are ever used. Theatrical characters, mythical figures,
children’s heroes & heroines are the inspiration for their work. We often take custom
orders for pieces similar to themes they have done before. They are never exact but
you can choose a face you liked before & they will go along the lines of it. Contact us!

Dollery Insight & Notes
For twenty five years Lucia and her mother have stood the test of time! We have
watched their work sell out year after year. Their vivid imaginations are reflected
in unique concepts of fantasy, storybook and classic timeless pieces. They have
a special niche in the market. This year we celebrate Lucia’s 12th year participating in our annual doll shows and nine years of attending from California! In
recent years we have had Disney pieces, music boxes, and storybook characters.
This year she focused on “Rapunzel & her Prince,” “Ophelia” & “Titania and
her Fairies” which were all created especially for this year’s show. We also have
an adorable little fairy jewelry box. More surprises will be on our on-line show!
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“Titania”
by Friedericy
“Titania & Her Fairies”
Queen of the Fairies from
A Midsummer Night’s Dream

One-of-a-Kind
Heads, Hands & Feet
Hand sculpted Porcelain
Clay w/Wax Over
Cloth Body w/Armature
Hand Painted Eyes
Mohair - 31”
$3,600.00 (Set Only)

Available as shown with
Dark Hair (Madonna inspired)
or with Honey hair as “Titania”

This doll has a gold and pearl crown & a long silk chiffon lavendar-blue veil. Her
dress is fine purple French lace with a delicate cording of gold thread tracing the
flower outlines over a silk underskirt. The little fairies fly out from her veil each
dressed in soft lace in graduating tones of lavender, pink, & purple. Lucia studied
the 16th century church wood carvings of saints shown with fairies beneath their
veils and capes for sometime before creating this “Madonna” inspired piece. As a
honey blonde she becomes “Titania, the Queen of the Fairies” from A Midsummer
Night’s Dream. We thought we would give you, the collector, the choice!
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“Rapunzel & Her Prince”
by Friedericy
“Rapunzel & Her Prince”
One-of-a-Kind
Heads, Hands & Feet
Hand sculpted Porcelain
Clay w/Wax Over
Cloth Body w/Armature
Hand Painted Eyes
Mohair - 33” - (Tower)
16” - (Prince)
$2.400.00
*Comes complete with
her adorable tower!

We just loved this beautiful new “Rapunzel” and her stunning “Prince” complete
with tower made especially for this year’s annual doll show. Rapunzel’s dress is
lavender net lace with little silver sparkles on it over a silk underskirt. She has
a waistband shining with rhinestones. Her long mohair braid is interwoven with
a rope made of silver knotted mesh chain. The Prince has filigreed metal embellishments on his tunic and a silk velvet cape of rich chocolate. He has a miniature
silver sword. The tower is a carved dark wood pedestal with a platform top made
from a vintage wood hexagonal box with metal decoration. This is a great value!
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“Opehlia”
by Friedericy
“Ophelia”
One-of-a-Kind
Heads, Hands & Feet
Hand sculpted
Porcelain Clay
w/Wax Over
Cloth Body
w/Armature
Painted Eyes
Mohair - 29.5”
$2,250.00

This is the very first “Ophelia” we have had from Friedericy and she is just gorgeous. She of course is from Shakesphere’s “Hamlet.” We loved her beautiful
sweet face the minute we saw her and wow, that dress is just stunning. Ophelia’s
dress is a very pale pink French embroidered net lace over a delicate white silk
underskirt. Her bodice is gold metal embellishments with enameled flowers. She
holds a long gold and pearl chain with little pastel flowers on it. Flowers also
adorn her hair. We are very pleased she chose to create this theme especially for
this year’s annual show. We will have other surprise work at the show not shown.
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“Jewelry Bead Box”
by Friedericy
“Jewelry/Bead Box”
One-of-a-Kind
Heads, Hands & Feet
Hand sculpted Porcelain
Clay w/Wax Over
Cloth Body w/Armature
Hand Painted Eyes
Mohair Wigs
11”(H) x 10”(W) x 8”(D)
$2,100.00 - Special
Show Priced: $1,600.00
*Fairies are removable
and poseable.

We love this adorable “Jewelry/Bead Box.” We are offering the full set at a very
special show price (see above). Remember, this piece includes three adorable
fairies, all their jewelry and beads and of course their wooden bead box. This is
the first of this theme that we have had from Lucia. In addition to this piece & others in this catalogue be sure to visit our site to view many pieces by this talented
team and of course view our on-line show on Friday 10/7/11 to see more all new
pieces from Lucia and her mother created especially for this year’s show.
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Francirek &
Oliveira
More Work at show

Artist Biography
Tom celebrates his 21st year in dollmaking this year! He began working in wax
and eventually in 1995 he formed a partnership with Andre. Their porcelain dolls
are all very small editions usually from 10-15 pieces. This is very rare these
days! They currently work as a team sculpting and costuming their dolls. They
have a vast knowledge of fabrics & style and a wide collection of antique laces,
vintage milliners trims, and antique silk flowers that are used to embellish and
adorn each of their creations. The ladies all have those Francirek signature portrait hand painted eyes that make them life-like, dreamy and so romantic. Each
doll is a masterpiece as they both strive for perfection in everything they do!

Dollery Insight & Notes
We are honored to have Tom & Andre’ celebrate their 15th year at the Dollery. In
2009 we debuted a special collection of 23” size dolls that was a three year collaboration. Tom & Andre’ wanted to offer their work to a broader audience by making
them more affordable. Before this offering, editions of 26” dolls limited to 10 sold
out at $5,200.00. Originally the sculpts were to be all in the same costuming but
being the perfectionists they are... they just had to do them in one-of-a-kind themes!
The first three doll sculpts were “Pia,” “Isabella” and “Anna.” Each doll has a
uniquely designed gown, eye color & hair type. This year they have added a beautiful new sculpt “Mia” to their collection. We will have more surprises for the show.
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“Mira #2 in Crimson Hat”
by Francerik & Oliveira
“Mira #2 in Crimson Hat”
“Mira” Ltd. 15 (Sculpt)
One-of-a-Kind
Theme & Costuming
Porcelain Head & Bust
Porcelain Arms & Legs
Hazel Painted Eyes
Blonde Angora Mohair
23” (If Could Stand)
17” Seated
$4,600.00
*Note - Inquire on custom
orders in other colors.

“Mira” #2 is dressed in an antique gold lacework bodice and crimson corset. She
is dripping in beautiful gold silk with layers of irredescent tangerine/gold silk and
deep crimson silk dupioni. The dress is edged with tiny rouched trim made of the
same silk. The dress trails and trains. She comes perfectly accessorized with her
crimson hat trimmed with vintage flowers and trims. The “Mira” sculpt shown
here is brand new for 2011 and she will be done 15 different ways, each in one of
a kind costuming and themes. Inquire about custom orders for the sculpt of your
choice! You pick costuming colors, hair & eye color. Allow for creative freedom.
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“Isabella w/Cape”by
Francerik & Oliveira
“Isabella w/Cape”
“Isabella” Ltd. 15 (Sculpt)
One-of-a-Kind
Theme & Costuming
Porcelain Head & Bust
Porcelain Arms & Legs
Blue Hand Painted Eyes
Dk Honey Blonde
Angora Mohair
23” (Standing)
$4,300.00
*Note - Inquire on
custom orders similar

“Isabella w/Cape” wears a romantic dusty rose silk taffeta hooded cloak that
trains far behind her. Her hood is lined with gold metallic silk organza and
trimmed with a rouched, silver/rose metallic silk organza. The same trim runs
along the cape edging and is hand beaded with cream glass beads. Her bodice
and dress are made of the softest ecru French lace with gold threading throughout. It’s covered in fabric flowers, leaves, sequins and beading. The delicate
flowers are varied in type and color. There are velveteen flocked mocha colored
flowers and double petal ivory gardenias. Her dress is layered with another train.
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“Isabella” & “Pia” Sculpts
by Francerik & Oliveira
“Forget Me Not” - (R)
“Isabella” Ltd. 15 (Sculpt)
$3,800.00
“Evening in Paris” - (L)
“Pia” Ltd. 15 (Sculpt)
$4,000.00
Both Have One-of-a-Kind
Theme & Costuming
Porcelain Head & Bust
Porcelain Arms & Legs
Painted Eyes - Mohair
23” (If Could Stand)
17” Seated

“Forget Me Not” (the Isabella sculpt), is dressed in dreamy layers of smokey blue/
gray silk chiffon. She has incredible antique blonde silk lace over the entire bodice
which is also trimmed with Swarovski crystals and moon stone. “Evening in Paris”
(the Pia sculpt), wears a gown made of silver metallic silk organza with a black
antique chantilly lace overlaying her bodice. Antique black lace is delicately gathered and dances across her gown from her right hip, down and across to the bottom of the dress. Her train is the most delicate French blue, black and dark champagne gold tissue silk jacquard, gathered and bustled at the back of her gown.
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“Mira #3 -Portrait of a Rose”
by Francerik & Oliveira
“Mira #3”
“Portait of a Rose”
“Mira” Ltd. 15 (Sculpt)
One-of-a-Kind
Theme & Costuming
Porcelain Head & Bust
Porcelain Arms & Legs
Blue Hand Painted Eyes
Brown Angora Mohair
23” Standing
$4,600.00
*Note - Inquire on custom
orders in other colors.

“Mira #3 - Portait of a Rose”is a vision in ivory. She is dressed in a beautiful
form fitting French lace gown. Her long train is made of layers of white and hand
pearled ivory silks. The dress is trimmed with an antique hand made ivory rose
fabric and a variety of metallic silks with beading throughout. This doll is exquisite and definitely a Dollery favorite. We love her high fashion, sultry look. Inquire
about custom orders for the sculpt of your choice! “Mira” is limited to just 15 of
the sculpt and each has a one of a kind theme. You can also do a custom order.
You pick costuming colors, hair & eye color. Allow for creative freedom.
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“Mira #1 - In this Twilight”
by Francerik & Oliveira
“Mira #1”
“In this Twilight”
“Mira” Ltd. 15 (Sculpt)
One-of-a-Kind
Theme & Costuming
Porcelain Head & Bust
Porcelain Arms & Legs
Blue Hand Painted Eyes
Blonde Angora Mohair
23” Standing
$4,600.00
*Note - Inquire on custom
orders in other colors.

“Mira #1 - In this Twilight” is the very first “Mira”sculpt in this series created
this year. She is dressed entirely in the rarest antique metalic silver and gold
silk lace tulles, and silk chiffons. Tom said this was his “personal favorite” and
he would have a hard time saying good-bye to her when she sells. He and Andre’
obviously have poured their hearts and souls into this new “Mira” sculpt. Inquire
about custom orders for the doll of your choice! “Mira” is limited to just 15 of
the sculpt and each has a one of a kind theme. You can also do a custom order.
You pick costuming colors, hair & eye color. Allow for creative freedom.
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Vickie Arentz
Stunning Ooak’s

Artist Biography
Vickie Arentz is an artist from Southern California. She draws upon her dance
training to create beautiful ballet themed figures. She is honored to have her work
in the private collections of exercise guru Richard Simmons and Oscar winning
producer and director of Million Dollar Baby and Crash, Paul Haggis. She only
produces one or two pieces a year and will take commission work on request.
Her gemstone series of ballerinas include a silk costume hand made in your birthstone
color and real gemstones when possible. Contact the Dollery to have your special
birthstone themed ballerina created especially for you. You may indicate hair, skin and
eye color but the technical pose and facial features will be at the discretion of the artist.

Dollery Insight & Notes
Vickie has attended many of our annual doll shows thru the years. She has significantly reduced the amount of pieces she makes so we are really excited to
be receiving all new work from Vickie again. This beautiful new “Snow Queen”
was custom ordered by one of our customers. Sorry, she is gone. We just had to
show her to you though so you could see how wonderful Vickie’s current work
continues to be. New prices are in the $3,500.00 and up range. We do still have
beautiful “Amethyst” available and she is very reasonably priced as you can see.
If you are interested in a custom ballerina either in her gemstone series or other
contact us. We are now accepting custom orders for similar but not exact pieces.
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“Snow Queen” by
Vickie Arentz
“Snow Queen”
SOLD - Custom Order
One-of-a-Kind
Polymer Clay
Upper Body
Epoxy Clay Legs
Painted Eyes
Mohair Wig
Approx. 29”
*We just had to show
you this example of her
current work. Inquire.

We are thrilled to show you our lastest custom order made by Vickie for one of our
customers this summer. She is just outstanding. We haven’t had work from her for
awhile as Vickie had dramatically reduced the number of pieces she could do a
year and when we saw this one we remembered just how much we have missed
her work! This piece can not be repeated of course as it was a one of a kind custom order. We are however accepting orders for other ballerinas now in the gemstone series or other themes. Visit our site to view other work and inquire on custom orders. Price range starts at $3,500.00 now and up. “Amethyst” is available.
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“Amethyst” by
Vickie Arentz
Gemstone Collection
“Amethyst”
One-of-a-Kind
Polymer Clay
Upper Body
Epoxy Clay Legs
Green Painted Eyes
Mohair Wig
29”(H) X 11”(W)
$2,075.00

*An amazing value as work
is currently starting at
$3,500.00 and up!

“Amethyst” is beautifully posted at an angle that gives the illusion of movement
and the magic of dance. She is dressed in amethyst colored silk and tulle. She
is adorned with over 20 carats of real amethysts, cut crystals and delicate glass
beads. She has fully sculpted legs and toe shoes. The hand painted ballet slippers
have hand applied ribbons. Her crystal and sterling silver earrings sway evoking
movement and style. The tiarra is handmade with real amethysts set in sterling
silver w/cut crystal and sterling silver beads. She is just beautiful and priced at a
steal! Current pricing for her work is $3,500.00 and up on custom orders. Inquire.
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Anna Brahms
Rare Opportunity

Artist Biography
This thirty two year veteran is no newcomer to the doll world. In fact, she attended our 4th Annual doll show here over 25 years ago! Anna is shown above at
our 2009 show. For twenty-eight years she worked primarily in fimo. Four year’s
ago we debuted her very first doll made of prosculpt at our annual show. Anna
has said sculpting in this mixed media has allowed her to feed her imagination
and the possiblities seem limitless. The faces are so soft. Anna has done a wide
variety of work thru the years from her classic lady dolls to angels, fairies, story
book characters, character dolls and even Holocaust children. Her work already
adorns the halls of the Le Musee des Arts Decoratifs at the Louvre in Paris!

Dollery Insight & Notes
We are so proud to have represented Anna’s world renowned work for the majority
of the thirty-two years she has been creating her timeless masterpieces. We have no
question that her dolls will be among tomorrow’s most treasured antiques. This year
Anna worked for months to create this beautiful little fairy girl inspired by a painting
we found. She has a rare posture that we are drawn to and her face is just wonderful.
As most avid Brahms’ collectors know now, it is a rare opportunity to be able to purchase a new Brahms individually as Anna is primarily working in vinettes now. There
is a demand for these beautiful little girls and lady dolls. We are very pleased Anna
was inspired to do this lovely piece for our show. Contact us regarding custom work.
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“Green-Eyed Fairy”
by Anna Brahms
“Green-Eyed Fairy”
One-of-a-Kind
Prosculpt w/Gauze on
Metal Armature
Green Glass Eyes
Dark Blond Mohair
22” Standing
$5,800.00

*Wings can be added
by request (not shown here)
*Inquire on custom orders
for other pieces by Anna.
Visit www.dollery.com

This little “Green-Eyed Fairy” is just beautiful. She wears a dress of silver thread
and silk. We had given Anna a photo of something that inspired us and it intrigued
her as well. The result - magic! This face is classic Brahms. We have been wanting Anna to create just a single fairy piece now for us for sometime and we are
thrilled to get her. Hurry! It is difficult these days to get a new individual piece
from Anna as she is mainly working in vinettes. Feel free as well to visit our website at www.dollery.com to view past work and inquire on custom orders similar
but never exact to previous work. Join our Brahms mailing list as well!
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Linda Zalme
Examples of Work

Artist Biography
Linda has a BA in fine arts from Upsala College in NJ and has studied anatomy and
painting extensively. Her love for figurative art began in her teens. Linda works slowly
with attention to detail and creates just a handful of very unique dolls a year made out
of polymer and air-dry clay over wire armature. Her pieces range from whimsical to
serious character studies but all her dolls intrigue the viewer with subtle emotions
that hint at complex personalities. We particularly love her fairies. Each beautiful
fairy has hand painted wings of fabric which are stretched over a wire frame and then
painted with acrylic paints. Linda uses German glass eyes and lambskin wigs on all
her dolls. Currently Linda makes only about four dolls a year mainly for the Dollery.

Dollery Insight & Notes
We have carried Linda’s dolls since 2004 and she has attended at least six of our doll
shows. Long ago we fell in love with her amazing fairy dolls. The “Monarch Fairies”
came first and we have had a worldwide exclusive to them. See our website for examples. In recent years she has created a “Gypsy Moth Series,” a “Blue Morpho Series,” and a “Mother of Pearl Series” as well. Linda’s imagination is ceaseless and
her choice of fabrics and unique hand made accessories is exceptional. Interested?
Consider a custom order with your choice of wing design. Allow her creative freedom
and approx. 4-6 months & you will get magic! Currently Linda is still working on custom orders so no new work is shown here available. Get on our Zalme mailing list.
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Sissel Skille
Examples of Work - All Sold

Artist Biography
Thirty years ago this Norwegian artist stopped grade school teaching and combined her talents and passion for children into making her amazing life-like dolls.
Since the beginning the inspiration for all of Sissel’s work came from the expressions and faces of real children and from photos of them. She is also inspired by
new and antique dolls. This Norweigian artist is a master of her trade. She normally only makes about 5 to 6 dolls a year worldwide and at this point she has a
waitlist a mile long! Avid collectors and museums around the world are looking
to acquire her sought after works of art. If you love Sissel’s work but need a more
affordable option be sure to visit our website to view her vinyl lines by Goetz.

Dollery Insight & Notes
We are truly honored to have Sissel participate in our annual shows each year. This
year Sissel wanted to apologize for not being able to create anything new as she
is still back logged trying to finish a couple of custom orders we have with her and
she said she is really slowing down. In the past we were honored to acquire maybe
2-3 dolls a year but now she plans to do only about 5 or 6 annually. She hasn’t had
anything new this year at all. Be sure to get on our Skille mailing list so we can notify you when we do get a piece from her. Be aware though that most avid collectors
talk to us about custom orders prior to heads being completed. Feel free to inquire
about options. It will be awhile on orders if she takes them but it is worth the wait!
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Jamie Williamson
More Ooak’s at show

Artist Biography
This year Jamie celebrates over twenty-six years in doll making. This veteran needs
very little introduction to the seasoned collector. Jamie says she always had an eye
for art as a child. She started making cloth dolls and eventually discovered polymer
clay. At last years’ show we were thrilled to introduce new story book dolls “Snow
White,” “Cinderella,” and “Alice in Wonderland.” You can view those dolls and many
more on our website. Jamie continues to come up with new and innovative lines of
thinking each year. In recent years we have been honored to have a Dollery Exclusive
to her Angel, Fairy and her Royalty series of dolls. We take custom orders & you get
approval on the face first! Allow creative freedom & six months to 1 year wait time.

Dollery Insight & Notes
Once again we are honored to have Jamie participate in our annual show and to be
one of just two dealers worldwide she works with. She has attended many of our
shows personally. This year Jamie has been primarily working on custom orders so
we have not had anything new available. The beautiful little fairy shown here was a
custom order for one of our preferred Dollery customers that we just had to show you!
She has just been completed. Isn’t she lovely? Interested? Consider your custom
order for a Dollery exclusive fairy of your choice. What about others? See a preview
above of a couple of heads! We do not know how they will turn out but new dolls will
be completed in time for the show. Don’t miss the online show for surprises coming!
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“One-of-a-Kinds”
by Jamie Williamson

Well, Jamie has had a busy year primarily focused on special custom orders so
we have had nothing new available since last years show. We are really looking
forward to this years’ show where Jamie will surprise us with some fantastic new
dolls! Here is a glimpse of some of the new heads she is working on. You can see
how they can vary dramatically depending on the wigs, painting and clothing options she chooses. None of these dolls are complete and these are just heads at
this point but we thought it would be fun for you to see some of the design process!
Be sure to view our on-line show Friday Oct. 7th for the completed dolls!
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“Blue Fairy”
by Jamie Williamson
Dollery Exclusive
Fairy Series
“Blue Fairy”
One-of-a-Kind - Cernit
Call on Body Design
Blue Blown Glass Eyes
Blonde Human Hair
$Call - SOLD
*This was a custom order
that we just had to show
you! Love her? Contact
us regarding your own
custom order!

This adorable fairy was created especially for one of our Dollery customers. She is
just another of the wonderful fairies Jamie has created exclusively for the Dollery.
We just had to show you her. Love her? Be sure to contact us regarding custom
orders for Jamie’s fairies. You have a choice of hair and eye color and you may
also request custom colors for the dress and wings. Once the face is done you see
the sculpt first for approval. Be sure to allow for creative freedom though as that
is how she works her real magic! We have other series available including angels,
storybook and royalty pieces among others. Visit our website to view them.
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Heloise
See website for more!

Artist Biography
Heloise’s dolls are internationally recognized and on permanent display in a number
of Swiss and French museums including the Musee’ des Arts Decoratif at the Louvre
in Paris. Her first original doll was sculpted in 1976 in fabric. In 1982 she was among
the first to use resin for original work. She has worked with it ever since and feels
it captures the translucent complexion of a child. At one point Heloise was doing
editions of up to 100 pieces that sold out! Now, she enjoys limiting the dolls to just
10 of the sculpt with a handful of different costuming choices therefore making them
even more in demand. Some of Heloise’s dolls are full body sculpted resins. Most
standing dolls are free standing. All have her signature hand painted eyes to die for!

Dollery Insight & Notes
We have been honored to have Heloise personally attend two of our annual doll
shows all the way from France! She is featured above here at our 2009 doll show.
Collectors should take note of the small edition sizes of these dolls and also the size
change in recent year’s from 18” to 23” and up now. This year she only introduced
one new sculpt so far “Helena.” She is limited to just 10 of the sculpt and each
dress will have a one-of-a kind feel to it. For example, “Helena #1” was done with
the same fabric for two of the dolls but even their dresses varied a bit making them
each unique. Then there were other style dresses introduced. Heloise now introduces her work throughout the year so be sure to get on our mailing list for updates.
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“Helena” Version #1
by Heloise
“Helena” - Version #1
Ltd. 10 (Sculpt)
Ltd. 2 (In Similar Outfit)
Resin Head, Arms & Legs
w/Cloth body & Arm.
Approx. 26” (Standing)
Painted Eyes
Mohair Show Priced:
$2,700.00
*Contact us regarding
previous years’ editions.
Most sold out. Some
avail. on 2nd market.

“Helena” as version #1 is so beautiiful. She is actually the #2 head in the edition. There were only two dolls done in these fabrics but each had it’s own one of
a kind design. Ours, as shown, is dressed in a romantic off the shoulder evening
gown in gold and brown vintage fabric and lace. There are other dress options
available as well in different styles and colors. Visit our website to view previous
styles and options and to check on availability or to place a custom order. Please
get on our Heloise mailing list for automatic updates on her work. Take note, this
master of her art is slowing down so be sure to get her work while still available.
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“Ludivine”
by Heloise
“Ludivine”
Ltd. 10 (Sculpt)
Ltd. 2 (Outfit)
Resin Head, Arms & Legs
w/Cloth body & Arm.
Approx. 22” Seated
Painted Eyes
Blonde Mohair
Show Priced: $2,850.00
*Contact us regarding
previous years’ editions.
Most sold out. Some
avail. on 2nd market.

“Ludivine” was the only sculpt Heloise created last year. She is dressed in yellow
silk and vintage pink fabric. Only two dolls were done in the edition of just 10 this
way in this fabric. The actual one we have is on our website so please go there to
view it or inquire. Heloise no longer attends Idex and introduces her line throughout the year. Dolls are available sporadically so be sure to get on our Heloise
mailing list for her work. Contact us regarding her previous editions and our three
Dollery Exclusive dolls remaining. New work by Heloise is becoming scarce so we
are also representing some secondary market work by her. Inquire!
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Lorella Falconi
Bjd Resins coming!

Artist Biography
This self taught Italian artist, who now resides in Canada, began her career in
doll artistry in 1988. She began in antique reproductions and in 1994 began reproducing modern dolls. She soon received a Magge Award for Dolls in dimensional
doll painting and in 2002 a Rolf Ericson Award for original dolls. Lorella sculpts
porcelain original dolls in small limited edtitions or as one-of-a-kinds. In 2010
she introduced small limited edition porcelain ball jointed dolls with glass eyes.
Lorella’s dolls range in size from 6” to 30.” She creates fairies, fantasy pieces,
ladies, children and Lorikins. Lorella designs, sculpts, & clothes every aspect of
her dolls. We love her hand painted eyes, beautiful faces and elegant costuming.

Dollery Insight & Notes
Last year we were thrilled that Lorella began sculpting ball jointed porcelain dolls in
limited editions of just 50. The prices on these were amazing. We warned that these
great buys would not last long. Sorry, but we were un-fortunately right and they are
no longer available at this time. Lorella is, however, working on a resin ball jointed
doll now that she hopes to release in the near future. Be sure to contact us to get
on our Falconi mailing list for automatic updates on them when they do come out
as we know they will be a huge hit! Looking for OOAK work? Lorella has been so
busy with editions she hasn’t really focused on any new OOAK’s this year but we do
have one beautiful princess available shown here with her signature painted eyes!
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“Lavender Princess”
by Falconi
“Lavender Princess”
One-of-a-Kind Sculpt
Porcelain Head,
Limbs & Chest Plate to
Belly Button
w/Soft Body & Armature
Fully Poseable
Violet Hand Painted Eyes
Blonde Mohair Wig
Approx. 17” (If Standing)
$3,300.00
Show Priced:
$2,500.00

This “Little Princess” is just wonderful. We love the clothing style and colors
Lorella chose and the beautiful accessories she is adorned with right down to the
jewelry. Lorella has spent the majority of her time the last two years focused on
her porcelain ball jointed dolls so she hasn’t had many one-of-a-kinds with the
hand painted eyes available. This one is just beautiful and remember she has a
full body porcelain torso which is very unusual for her pieces. She also is fully
poseable because of her Armature. Lorella has taken on a new direction and
hopes to introduce a new resin ball-jointed doll very soon. Get on our mailing list!
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Bets & Amy
Van Boxel

Mid Year Release

The dolls featured
are by Bets. Visit
website for Amy’s
new dolls and others
from Bets. Inquire
on previous editions.

Artist Biography
Bets is celebrating her 25th year of porcelain doll making after years of painting
& drawing people. She is known world wide for her three dimensional porcelain
work. Her daughter Amy joined her 15 years ago. These fascinating artists from
Holland travel all over the world each year in order to be inspired by children in
their natural surroundings. They sculpt the children and adorn them with authentic cloth, jewelry or other accessories from the tribe or country they have visited.
Some dolls even wear the actual beads and hand woven cloth of their original
tribe or homeland. They feel that porcelain is a material that survives through
centuries and it has the right “skin” to make the doll feel as life-like as possible.

Dollery Insight & Notes
For many years we admired Bets & Amy’s work before actually purchasing it. Year
after year our favorites would be pre-sold out. Finally they agreed to offer the Dollery
their work among a handful of dealers first. We are grateful! Bets and Amy’s edition
sizes were always between 5-10 worldwide but more recently they are 5 or under!
The dolls are full body porcelain with crystal eyes and either human or mohair wigs.
They range in height from 10” to 29” inches. Their unique postures & haunting expressions will captivate you forever. Original small limited edition porcelain is becoming obsolete so these dolls are more in demand then ever! The dolls above are
from Bets’ midyear line. Visit our site to see others and Amy’s new midyear work.
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2011 Midyear
Releases by Boxel
Enise - Ltd. 5

Mathy - Ltd.5

Brig - Ltd. 5

Sulley - Ltd. 5

Ecita - Ltd. 5

Esta - Ltd. 5

We are thrilled once again to show Boxel’s brand new August midyear release
above. These are Bets’ dolls. Brig, Enise, Sully, Mathy and Esta belong to the
Somba tribe of Benin. Bets photographed these children during a trip that she did
in 2010. “Ecita” is from Peru. There are also two other’s from Bets not shown here
and four others from Amy which you can view on our website and see all the details. Prices are $3,980.00 and up. Prices fluctuate depending on Euro.
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Catherine Mather
Fantastic New Work!

Artist Biography
This gifted internationally known artist has been sculpting a variety of dolls now
for twenty years. Catherine is well known for her reasonably priced limited edition
porcelain dolls under 15 pieces worldwide. The sculpting, costuming and even the
jewelry designs are all done by Catherine herself. We think her fantasty, flappers
and art deco pieces are exceptional. All Mather dolls are full body porcelain with
beautiful hand painted eyes. Porcelain is so hard to come by these days and especially full body porcelain. Her work is just flawless in person. The costuming is beyond outstanding. Be sure to inquire about custom orders for Catherine’s dolls done
in one-of-a-kind costuming and colors of your choice. Visit our site to view others.

Dollery Insight & Notes
We are so pleased to be able to offer some new work by Catherine for this year’s
show. It has been some time since she has had new pieces available and these
are just incredible. We just love “Celeste” dressed here in her 1920’s mocha and
black lace ensemble. This particular doll is sold but she will be doing another
with similar fabrics and design which can be ordered. She is happy to do other
versions too in different colors or variations of design. Inquire. We have had the
“Skye” face before but her body has been completely re-sculpted in order to feature her in this gorgeous 1920’s costuming. She is an edition doll in this costuming but Catherine is also doing some versions of her in one-of-a-kind costuming.
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“Celeste” - 1920’s
by Catherine Mather
“Celeste”
Ltd. 15 (Sculpt)
1920’s Flapper Version
Full Body Porcelain
Painted Eyes - Mohair
12 1/2” (Seated) - $Call

*This exact ooak costumed
piece n/a but you may order
a very similar one to her.

This “Celeste” was created in a 1920’s beaded black vintage lace and mocha silk
dress. She is a one-of-a-kind ensemble. This particular doll is not available, however, Catherine can do another doll very similar in the same color combination or
you can request another style or a different color dress. She is shown here seated
on her dusty pink silk art deco chair (7” X 5”). Catherine always includes her
chairs with her dolls. Celeste’s accessories include gold leather and lace tango
shoes and her vintage metallic head band dressed with iridescent feathers. Call.
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“Skye” - 1920’s
by Catherine Mather
“Skye”
Ltd. 15 (Sculpt)
“Waiting” Ltd. Version
Full Body Porcelain
Painted Eyes - Mohair
14 1/2” (Seated)
$1640.00

*Order as shown or custom.

This beautiful “Skye” is dressed in her limited edition 1920’s beaded drop waist
teal and coffee silk and tulle dress. This version is called “Waiting” and is available exactly as shown. Her cloche hat is decorated with net, lace and glass
beads. It fits snug leaving just a peek of Skye’s auburn mohair bobbed wig. She
sits comfortably on her rich violet ottoman (7 1/2”) draped with a lavender silk
velvet shawl. Her tango shoes and delicate net gloves complete her ensemble.
She can be purchased this way or custom ordered in OOAK clothing.
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Maggie Iacono
Visit our website!

Artist Biography
Maggie celebrates over 26 years making dolls this year. She began making simple
cloth rag dolls. Later she discovered felt which allowed for dimension to the faces of
her dolls. Eventually her work became in very high demand and her husband Tony began working with her. Together they came up with a jointing system for the dolls that
gives them their full range of motion. Presently their studio is still in their home where
they produce an average of four to five editions a year of between 40 to 60 pieces. Maggie’s dolls have won numerous awards such as the DOTY, the Dolls Magazine’s Dolls
award of Excellence & others. In 1993 she was elected into NIADA. Her work has been
exhibited in the Louvre in Paris among other galleries & museums around the world.

Dollery Insight & Notes
We have been carrying Maggie’s work for as long as we can remember. They
are wonderful dolls handmade in the USA in the couple’s home studio. They do
all the work basically themselves with the help of a few local assistants. Maggie
has the only collectible pressed wool felt doll that is completely poseable using her unique ball jointing system on the market. She uses human hair or mohair and all wool felt outfits. Prior to 2007 the edition sizes on her dolls were
up to 100. This year she only introduced four new dolls in editions of 60 pieces.
They continue to sell out to dealers quickly. In addition to the four new dolls we
do have one “Alice” from last year and one “Toy Cottage” still available. Call.
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New 2011 Dolls
by Maggie Iacono

All Dolls Pressed Wool Felt, Completely Posable
using ball jointed system. Made in USA.
“Tess & Cameron” - Ltd. 60 - 11” (A) - $875.00 Ea.
“Josette” - Ltd. 60 - 16 1/2” - (L-1st) - $975.00
“Annie” - Ltd. 60 - 16 1/2” - (L-2nd) - $975.00
Previous Year’s Dolls:
“Painting the Roses Red” - Ltd. 60 - 16” (Left-3rd)
Includes 2 - 7” Card People - $1,695.00
“The Toy Cottage” - Ltd. 40 - 16” (L-4th))
Includes 2 - 4” Friends & Toy Cottage - $2,895.00
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Kori Butts
More Ooak’s at show

Artist Biography
Kori Butts says she has always been drawn to figurative and illustrative art
and even as a child she liked to draw. She studied art in highschool and college. She was inpired by the works of Brian Froud and other fantasy artists. She
loved creating toys and started a teddy line called “Kori Bear” that became quite
popular but she yearned for more creative expression. In 1997, inspired by the book
“Fantastic Figures” by Suzanna Oroyan, she began work in polymer clay. Thru the
years she has sold work thru magazines and other venues. Recently she has begun
working in porcelain. She currently makes direct sculpted one of a kinds, limited
edition BJD dolls, cabinet style dolls in porcelain, as well as her polymer creations.

Dollery Insight & Notes
This year we are pleased to welcome Kori to our talented team of artists. We
continue to be intrigued by the ball jointed market but are primarily looking for
“artist” one-of-a-kind ball jointed dolls versus “play” one-of-a-kind ball jointed
dolls. Kori’s dolls seem to fit that description nicely. The dolls don’t have removable eyes or wigs but they are fully poseable with 14 points of articulation.
Although she works in many mediums, these particular dolls are created in polymer clay versus resin or porcelain. She likes to keep them in this 11” size in
order to insure proper flexibility without breakage. Each is a ooak sculpt with
ooak costuming, theme, box and stand. All the little details are there! Enjoy!
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“Rag Doll” - Ooak
by Kori Butts
OOAK Ball Jointed Dolls!
14 Points of Articulation
“Rag Doll”
One-of-a-Kind
Polymer Clay BJD
Painted Eyes
Yarn Wig
11” - $1,100.00
*Comes complete
as shown with decorative
hand made box made by
artist & custom stand.

This artist is new to the Dollery this year. We continue to be intrigued with the
BJD market but are looking primarily for one-of-a-kind or very small edition artist
doll versions of BJD dolls. These dolls do not have removable eyes or wigs. Kori’s
dolls are intriguing as there seems to be quite alot of detail that goes into everything from the doll itself to the packaging and the hand made stands. The name
of this doll is “Rag Doll” and she is 11 inches high and made of polymer clay not
resin or porcelain! All of her accessories were hand made by Kori. She has 14
points of articulation. Kori does a wide variety of dolls in different mediums.
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Laura Lee Eagles
We may have others!

Artist Biography
Laura Lee Eagles grew up in Ontario Canada. She has been married to her highschool sweetheart for 23 years and has three children. Her middle daughter is a
special needs child and she chose to be a stay home mother to her. Laura says
her artistic ability has been with her all her life. Throughout her high school years
she thrived in sewing and art classes doing fashion designing, fashion shows,
sketching, creative arts and designing her own clothes. One day she saw OOAK
babies and was instantly smitten. She began creating and says she can’t wait to
get up every day to continue making them! She makes life-size, preemies, mini
babies with poseable limbs, full sculpts and full sculpts with poseable limbs.

Dollery Insight & Notes
It was Laura’s first year at Idex and we were in awe of her immense talent. These dolls
are exeptional. We are so pleased she has now joined our Dollery team and that she
created this very special ooak just for our show. Laura Lee sculpts her babies individually using polymer clay. No molds are ever used. Her babies have her own one-ofa-kind soft bodies filled with polly pellets and polly fiber fill to weight the body. She
paints each one with a mixture of heat paints which is applied in layers to bring the
baby to life. All their tiny toes and nails are glazed and manicured to give the look of
real baby nails. She dresses each baby in one-of-a-kind layettes. Each comes with a
birth certificate with all the baby’s information and a signed Peapod’s Nursery card.
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“Baby Olivia” by
Laura Lee Eagles
OOAK Baby Dolls!
“Baby Olivia”
One-of-a-Kind
Polymer Clay Head
3/4 Arms and Full Legs
w/Custom Soft Body
Blue German Glass Eyes
22” - Show Priced:
$2,000.00
*Comes complete
as shown with both
outfits featured here.
Bear & lamb blanket not.

“Baby Olivia” is so adorable. We were very lucky to get her for our show as Laura
has been really busy making sculpts for her reborn kits and silicone editions. She
started sculpting for Ashton Drake a couple years ago as well so there is a long,
long waitlist right now for her work. Collectors take note - these are her true original one-of-a-kind dolls and she has very few available now at all. Now is the time
to grab one of her originals before you just can’t get them! This little cutie has
hand painted hair, open fingers and slightly bent legs. She comes with both outfits
shown. Laura is the best baby doll artist we have seen in a long time. Sure bet.
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We carry a great selection of dolls
from these artists. Visit our www.
dollery.com to view them or click
on the artist photos to go directly to
pages with CD interactive version.

Our complete listing of these artist’s pages and their
work is on our website. Visit us at www.dollery.com

Ankie Daanen
Adora Dolls
Alexander Dolls
Karen Alderson
Vickie Arentz
A & J Barker
Maja Bill
Joan Blackwood
Stephanie Blythe
Carol Bowling
Amy Van Boxel
Bets Van Boxel
Jane Bradbury
Anna Brahms
Kori Butts
Stephanie Cauley
Charisma
Bonnie Chyle
Corolle Dolls
Berdine Creedy
Ankie Daanen
Edna Dali
Mark Dennis
Dear Dear Dolly
Laura Lee Eagles
Pat & Glen East
Verena Eising
Lorella Falconi
Julie Fischer
Tom Francirek
Friedericy
Elisa Gallea
Emily Garthright
Ginny Dolls
Elissa Glassgold
Goetz Dolls
Hanna Goetz
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Hildegard Gunzel
Pam Hamel
Flo Hanover
Phillip Heath
Heloise
Anne Hieronymus
Annette Himstedt
Maggie Iacono
Diane Keeler
Linda Kertzman
Kingstate
Helen Kish
Susan Krey
Kathe Kruse
Michael Langton
Wendy Lawton
Nadine Leepinlausky
Ute Kase Lepp
Rebecca Major
Cynthia Malbon
Linda Mason
Catherine Mather
Jan McLean
Gwen McNeil
Lee Middleton
Pauline Middleton
Lorna Miller Sands
Monica Montoya
Jaunita Montoya
Margaret Mousa
Sarah Niemela
Debra Novak
M. Oldenburg
Andre Oliveira
Only Hearts Dolls
Karen Ouldcott
Phyllis Parkins
Beatrice Perini

Heidi Plusczok
Gerda SchaarmanRijsdijk
Sybille Sauer
Laura Scattolini
Reva Schick
Silke B.Schloesser
Vera Scholz
Rotraut Schrott
Sophia’s Heritage
Show Stoppers
Jeanne Singer
Sissel B. Skille
Karen WilliamsSmith
Susan Snodgrass
Marilyn Stivers
Audrey Swarz
Lulu Tatum
Ann Timmerman
Robert Tonner
Ruth Treffeisen
Diane Troutman
Virginia Turner
Barbara Vogel
Annie Wahl
Susan Wakeen
Laura Wambach
Teresa Watson
Sylvia Weser
Nicole West
Jamie Williamson
Peter Wolfe
R. John Wright
Xenis Collection
Linda Zalme
Zapf Dolls
Zawieruszynski

